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include cross-border projects in the energy sector7 
and exchange agreements for electricity and fossil 
fuels� Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey already form 
an axis in terms of their energy policies, while there 
are existing bilateral agreements on electricity trading 
between Georgia and Turkey� The two countries are 
attempting to achieve further-reaching cooperation 
in the energy sector while also making efforts to 
expand the cross-border power grid� An integration 
of Armenia into the regional grid, however, is not 
expected in the immediate future due to the political 
tensions and lingering conflicts with neighbouring 
countries Azerbaijan and Turkey�

7 |  Successful examples of regional cooperation in South 
Caucasus are the BTC and BTE Pipelines� In renewables, 
both Armenia and Azerbaijan are cooperating with Iran 
for the construction of hydropower plans in the border 
regions�

Overall, the southern Caucasus could be important 
not only as a transit corridor for fossil fuels, but also 
as a trading centre for green energies – if the govern-
ments of Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia succeed in 
tapping into the potential for renewables in their coun-
tries and integrating climate protection into national 
legislation� It remains to be seen, however, whether or 
not there is the political will to make climate protec-
tion and renewables a real priority�

CZECH REPUBLIC

Werner Böhler | Alena Falathová

Whether regular flooding, warm winters and cold 
summers, or frequently extreme weather conditions 
that impact negatively on agricultural production, 
these realities of everyday life in the Czech Republic 
are making more and more people aware of climate 
change� However, only a few citizens recognise how 
urgently necessary it is to take action against climate 
change and alter personal behaviour�

According to a Eurobarometer survey on climate 
change,1 from 2011 to 2013 the proportion of the 
population that considers climate change to be a 
global threat fell by five percent to just eleven per-
cent� In terms of the consequences of climate change, 
the population of the Czech Republic is most con-
cerned about the economic situation (37 percent) 
and about poverty, hunger and a potential lack of 
water (22 percent)� The Czech Republic is among the 
countries that attribute a lesser importance to climate 
policy�

1 |  European Commission, Special Eurobarometer 409, 
 “Climate Change”, 04 / 2014, http://ec�europa�eu/public_ 
opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_409_en�pdf [28 July 2014]�

It is noteworthy that 56 percent of Czechs believe 
businesses and economic sectors are responsible 
for tackling climate change in the European Union� 
They feel that the national government has only the 
second-greatest responsibility, followed by the EU 
in third position� When compared with Europe as a 
whole, Czechs are less aware of their own responsi-
bility in the matter and tend to project the responsi-
bility onto external actors� A willingness to personally 
contribute to climate protection is demonstrated 
primarily in waste separation, recycling and the 
purchase of energy-efficient household appliances. 
The media discourse surrounding climate change in 
the Czech Republic is still limited to secondary issues� 
The main focus is on natural disasters, energy policy, 
a reduction in greenhouse gases and the EU’s and 
UN’s climate initiatives� Climate policy as a general 
concept is certainly not front-page news in the Czech 
Republic� There are only a few journalists who are 
familiar with the complex problems of climate change� 
The scant reporting in the media is one of the reasons 
that climate policy is not more widely discussed by the 
general population�

Climate change is slowly starting to become a more 
important issue in the political arena� All parliamen-
tary parties, with the exception of the right-wing 
populist party Dawn of Direct Democracy, included 
environmental positions in their election campaigns, 

http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_409_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_409_en.pdf
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Question:

“Which of the following do you 
consider to be the single most 
serious problem facing the world 
as a whole?”

Results:

Among all EU respondents, 
climate change was the third 
most widely cited problem. The 
problems considered to be more 
serious are (1) “Poverty, hunger 
and lack of drinking water” and 
(2) “The economic situation”.  

Responses citing climate 
change in the EU28:

Sweden: 39%
Denmark: 30%
Malta: 30%
Germany: 27%
Belgium: 24%
Austria: 24%
Finland: 23%
Netherlands: 20%
Luxembourg: 17%
Slovenia: 17%
EU average: 16%
Croatia: 16%
Italy: 14%
France: 14%
Ireland: 14%
Lithuania: 12%
Great Britain: 12%
Slovakia: 12%
Poland: 11%
Czech Republic: 11%
Romania: 10%

SURVEY ON THE PERCEPTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE AS A GLOBAL PROBLEM

Source: Own diagram based on Special Eurobarometer 409 (see n. 1).

with most of them explicitly mentioning climate 
change in this context� The traditional sceptics on 
the subject of climate policy – the Civic Democratic 
Party (ODS) and former President Václav Klaus – have 
lost their political clout� The new governing coalition 
in the Czech Republic, comprising the Social Demo-
cratic Party, the ANO movement and the Christian and 
Democratic Union, pledged in their government policy 
statement that they will actively pursue environ-
mental and climate policies� In concrete terms, the 
government will develop a strategy to adapt its water 
industry to climate change by 2016 while playing 
an active role in formulating EU energy and climate 
policies� Emphasis will be placed on the competitive-
ness of the economy� At the international level, the 
government will pledge its support to amendments to 
the Kyoto Protocol and other such climate protection 
measures that contribute to adaptation�

Climate protection is generally only considered in 
Czech politics in the context of energy policy, with 
economic interests at the forefront� The manufactu-
ring industry generates around a third of the country’s 
GDP, making its industry’s share of GDP one of the 
highest among all EU member states� It was with this 
in mind that the government’s coalition agreement 
was drawn up to include a great number of climate 
policy instruments that should have a positive effect 
on the Czech economy� These include the new law 
aimed at reducing the country’s dependence on fossil 
fuels and the amendment to the law that promotes 
renewable energy� The government also hopes to 

improve the energy efficiency of electrical devices 
step-by-step while increasing energy savings through 
EU funding programmes for thermal insulation� The 
Czech government is preparing an updated national 
energy concept that focuses on diversifying energy 
sources in order to reduce dependency on a single 
source. Nuclear energy constitutes a significant share 
of the energy mix� Discussions are being held regar-
ding an expansion of the Temelín nuclear power plant 
and a modernisation of the Dukovany nuclear power 
plant� Both projects have stumbled so far due to their 
lack of financial viability, which is why state energy 
supplier CEZ is demanding that the state guarantee 
minimum purchase prices�

In relation to energy policy, Germany’s energy tran-
sition was viewed negatively by people in the Czech 
Republic� They did not consider it a viable option for 
their country� Since the massive subsidies for rene-
wable energies from the German federal government 
were insufficiently communicated to neighbouring 
Czech Republic, the Czech energy grid was overbur-
dened on several occasions when German renewable 
energy was looped into the Czech grid lines as those 
between northern and southern Germany had reached 
their carrying limit� The Czech government therefore 
aims to build power transformers on the border with 
Germany in order to be able to interrupt the energy 
supply from Germany if there is a threat of blackout�
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Another potentially problematic subject for German-
Czech relations is the introduction of capacity mar-
kets� As a reaction to the energy transition, voices in 
Germany are calling for the state to dictate to electri-
city companies how many power plants they should 
operate (e. g. coal-fired power plants) while paying a 
fixed amount for them. The Czech government is very 
sceptical towards such a guaranteed pricing system, 
as its views a set definition of energy sources as 

directly or indirectly restricting the country’s flexibi-
lity� It is against this backdrop that they are keenly 
following the discussions in Germany�

At the European level, the Czech Republic maintains 
a rather non-committal position� In the negotiations 
over the framework for energy and climate policies 
until 2030, the Czech Republic favoured an intro-
duction of a Europe-wide goal to reduce greenhouse 
gases by 35 percent� It supports a target share of 
24 percent for renewables, while remaining very 
sceptical about the idea of setting common targets 
for energy efficiency. Moreover, it believes individual 
member states should be able to decide for them-
selves which methods they use to achieve these goals� 
The Czech Republic also promotes burden sharing bet-
ween EU ETS and non-EU ETS sectors, whereby GDP, 
the intensity of member states’ efforts and industry’s 
share of GDP are taken into account�

Overall, the Czech Republic is seen as one of the 
countries that endorse climate protection and a 
gradual transition to a low-carbon economy� What is 
lacking, however, are both ambitious political initia-
tives and the successful implementation of initiatives 
already under way� Climate policy is always subordi-
nate to the interests of the economy and the country’s 
energy security. An active fight against climate change 
is overshadowed by the importance accorded to cli-
mate change adaptation� EU initiatives are the main 
engine for more ambitious climate policies�

The Dlouhé stráně pumped storage plant is the largest of its 
kind in the Czech Republic, boasting a bottleneck output of 
650 megawatts. The elevated reservoir is 1,350 metres above 
sea level.

HUNGARY

Frank Spengler | Mark Alexander Friedrich

HUNGARY: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY GAINING 

IN SIGNIFICANCE

Climate change and its consequences are not 
among the subjects that are afforded high priority 
in Hungary’s public discourse� Although the topic of 
energy is important, the population is interested pri-
marily in issues of price and security of supply rather 
than matters of sustainability� After the fall of the Iron 
Curtain, finding solutions to everyday problems was 
more important than environmental protection, both 
in politics and within society� Hungary was therefore 
late in addressing climate change� The discussion was 
also generally initiated at the state level rather than 
by civil society� At the political level and in the media, 

the focus of recent years has mostly been on how 
Hungary can become independent from Russian gas 
and diversify its energy supply� However, the govern-
ment has committed to climate protection at the 
international level and set up national institutions to 
address sustainability issues� The green-liberal party 
LMP won seats in the Hungarian National Assembly for 
the first time, which points to the growing importance 
of environmental issues within society� 

INSTITUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY AND  

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In 2013, Hungary released the Second National Cli-
mate Change Strategy 2014 – 25 with Outlook until 
2050, which presented the consequences of climate 
change for Hungary and the measures necessary 


